A soft, wearable microfluidic device for the capture, storage, and colorimetric sensing of sweat
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Capabilities in health monitoring enabled by capture and quantitative chemical analysis of sweat could complement, or potentially obviate the need for, approaches based on sporadic assessment of blood samples. Established sweat monitoring technologies use simple fabric swatches and are limited to basic analysis in controlled laboratory or hospital settings. We present a collection of materials and device designs for soft, flexible, and stretchable microfluidic systems, including embodiments that integrate wireless communication electronics, which can intimately and robustly bond to the surface of the skin without chemical and mechanical irritation. This integration defines access points for a small set of sweat glands such that perspiration spontaneously initiates routing of sweat through a microfluidic network and set of reservoirs. Embedded chemical analyses respond in colorimetric fashion to markers such as chloride and hydronium ions, glucose, and lactate. Wireless interfaces to digital image capture hardware serve as a means for quantitation. Human studies demonstrated the functionality of this microfluidic device during fitness cycling in a controlled environment and during long-distance bicycle racing in arid, outdoor conditions. The results include quantitative values for sweat rate, total sweat loss, pH, and concentration of chloride and lactate.

INTRODUCTION

A convergence of advances in materials, mechanics design, and specialized device architectures is beginning to establish the foundations for a next generation of wearable electronic technologies, where sensors and other functional components reside not in conventional rigid packages mounted on straps or bands but instead interface directly on the skin (1, 2). Specifically, devices that combine soft, low-modulus physical properties and thin layouts allow robust, nonirritating, and long-lived interfaces with the human epidermis (2). This developing field involves innovative ideas in both organic and inorganic functional materials, where mechanical and manufacturing science play important roles. Although most devices described in the literature focus on measurement of physical characteristics such as motion, strain, stiffness, temperature, thermal conductivity, biopotential, electrical impedance, and related parameters (1, 3–10), complementary information—often with high clinical value—could be realized through capture and biochemical analysis of biofluids such as sweat (11, 12).

As a representative biofluid, sweat is of particular interest owing to its relative ease of noninvasive collection and its rich content of important biomarkers including electrolytes, small molecules, and proteins (13, 14). Despite the importance of sweat analysis in biomedicine, interpreting information from sweat can be difficult due to uncertainties in its relationship with other biofluids, such as interstitial fluid and blood, and due to the lack of biomedical appliances for direct sampling and detection of multiple biomarkers without evaporation (15). In situ quantitative analysis of sweat is nevertheless of great interest for monitoring of physiologic health status (for example, hydration state) and for the diagnosis of disease (for example, cystic fibrosis) (16, 17). Existing systems for whole-body sweat collection have been confined to the laboratory (18), where standard chemical analysis technologies (chromatography, mass spectrometry, and electrochemical detection) can reveal the composition of collected samples (19). Recent attempts to detect and collect sweat simultaneously involve direct contact with sensors on the skin (for example, temporary tattoo) where fabric or paper substrates accumulate sweat for electrochemical and/or optical assessment (20). For instance, electrochemical sensors directly laminated on the epidermis can detect chemical components, such as sodium ions and lactate, in real time (21–23). Colorimetric responses in functionalized porous substrates can yield chemical information, such as the pH of sweat, and further enable simple quantitative assays using devices capable of capturing high-quality digital images, such as smartphones (24–26). Radio frequency identification systems, which can be integrated on top of porous materials for wireless information transfer, provide additional functionality (27, 28). These and related technologies can quantify sweat generation rate (27), but because the sweat gland density and overall areas are typically unknown, the total sweat rate and volumetric loss cannot be determined accurately. In addition, the most widely explored formats do not simultaneously reveal the concentration of multiple chemical components, nor do they offer full compatibility with the growing availability of soft, skin-mounted electronics, physical sensors, radio technologies, and energy storage devices.
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Here, we report a type of thin and soft, closed microfluidic system that can directly and reliably harvest sweat from pores on the surface of the skin. The device routes this sweat to different channels and reservoirs for multiparametric sensing of markers of interest, with options for wireless interfaces to external devices for image capture and analysis. This type of microfluidic technology builds substantially on recently described epidermal electronic, photonic, and optoelectronic systems (1, 29–31) through the addition of fluid handling and capture, and biochemical analytical capabilities. The devices can mount at multiple locations on the body without chemical or physical irritation by use of biocompatible adhesives and soft device mechanics, including flexible and stretchable properties, and watertight interfaces. These devices measure total sweat loss, pH, lactate, chloride, and glucose concentrations by colorimetric detection using wireless data transmission. Tests included two human trials: a controlled, indoor, mild sweating study, and an outdoor-use study conducted during a long-distance bicycling race.

RESULTS

Soft epidermal microfluidic device for sweat monitoring

The soft, epidermal microfluidic device technology introduced here adheres and conforms to the skin in a manner that captures and routes sweat through a network of microchannels and reservoirs—using a combination of capillarity and action of the natural pressure (~70 kPa) associated with perspiration—for volumetric assessment and chemical analysis in situ (13). Low-modulus biocompatible materials, soft silicone elastomers (~1 MPa), manipulated using soft lithography defined the microfluidic constructs (diameter, 3 cm; thickness, ~700 μm) (Fig. 1 and fig. S1). The specific designs can retain ~50 μl of sweat corresponding to an effective working time of 1 to 6 hours of exercise, depending on the rate of sweat loss and the mounting location on the body (12 to 120 μl/hour per cm²) (32). Stretchable electronics technology allows direct integration of wireless sensing and data transfer capabilities into these platforms.

Devices are composed of a multilayer stack of three subsystems: (i) a skin-compatible adhesive layer with micromachined openings that define the areas of sweat collection, (ii) a sealed collection of soft microfluidic channels and reservoirs filled with color-responsive materials for quantitative analysis of sweat volume and chemistry, and (iii) a magnetic loop antenna and associated near-field communication (NFC) electronics for interfacing to external wireless devices (Fig. 1A). A medical-grade acrylic adhesive film ensured stable, strong, and seamless adhesion (~5.7 N) of the device to the skin without irritation in a manner that offered compatibility with skin, even at regions of substantial hair coverage or in the presence of sweat (fig. S2). This adhesive exhibited about five times greater adhesion force than typical medical adhesives such as Tegaderm (1.02 N) (33). The thin geometry (25 μm) and low modulus (~17 kPa) of this layer provided stress release during deformation of the skin (fig. S2), facilitating comfort and long-term wearability. Openings defined the sweat harvesting areas (3 mm diameter, corresponding to ~10 sweat glands) (34) through which sweat could pass into inlet regions of the overlying soft microfluidic system (Fig. 1B). The pressure that drives fluid flow arises from the action of the sweat glands themselves, assisted by capillary effects in the microchannels and the materials embedded within them. The conformal contact of the adhesive layer inhibited lateral flow of sweat from regions located outside the defined openings, ensuring that fluid issuing from the harvesting area dominated the sweat sample (fig. S3).

The microfluidic system consisted of a bottom polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer (thickness, 500 μm) embossed with appropriate relief geometry (uniform depth, 300 μm) and filled with reagents for colorimetric analysis (Fig. 1, A and B). A top-capping layer of PDMS served as a seal (thickness, 200 μm). Our particular layout included four circular chambers (diameter, 4 mm) as independent reservoirs for analysis, preventing any cross-talk, that were surrounded by the outer perimeter by an oribicular serpentine channel. This channel and each of the reservoirs were connected by separate guiding channels to hole segments (diameter, 0.5 mm) that spatially aligned with openings (diameter, 3 mm) in the skin adhesive layer (Fig. 1, B and C). To avoid backpressure that can impede fluid flow, all channels and reservoirs interfaced to an outlet microfluidic channel (width, 100 μm) that terminated on the top-side edge of the device (Fig. 1B). Quantitative colorimetric assay reagents in the reservoirs enabled assessment of pH and the concentration of selected essential markers, including glucose, lactate, and chloride, through either enzymatic or chromogenic reactions. Hence, the colorimetric schemes embedded in the current devices did not afford real-time tracking of changes in analyte concentration. A water-responsive chromogenic reagent in the serpentine channel allowed determination of the extent of filling with sweat, which could be converted to overall sweat rate and volume.

Specially formulated variants of PDMS offer physical characteristics that are attractive for this application, including optical transparency, ease of patterning into microfluidic systems, biocompatibility, and favorable mechanics (low modulus, ~145 kPa; high elasticity, up to ~200% strain at break) (35). The soft mechanics and thin geometry enabled soft, nonirritating intimate contact with the skin through principles similar to those established for epidermal electronics (2, 36). The finite element analysis (FEA) results of strain/stress distributions and corresponding optical images in Fig. 1E show deformation of a representative device under various mechanical distortions of an underlying phantom skin sample as a support (a PDMS substrate exhibiting similar mechanical properties to skin). The maximum normal and shear stresses at the device/phantom skin interface were far below the threshold for somatosensory perception of forces (20 kPa) during ~30% stretch of the skin (fig. S4) (37). These elastomeric microfluidic devices exhibited an effective modulus of ~0.16 MPa, comparable to human skin and previously reported epidermal devices (37, 38).

Integrated electronics allow wireless interfaces to external computing and digital analysis systems using common platforms such as the smartphone. Our technology capitalized on NFC schemes to launch image capture and analysis software on such an external device and/or to read the temperature from an integrated sensor (movies S1 and S2). The overall designs allowed these stretchable electronic systems to operate under physical deformation without significantly altering the mechanical properties of the soft microfluidic structures or the overall device. FEA results demonstrated that the maximum strain in the copper layer was below the elastic limit (0.3%) under all loading conditions (fig. S5) (39). Reference marks on the top of the device platform (Fig. 1B) included a white dot and black crosses for color balancing to allow accurate color extraction under arbitrary lighting condition (fig. S6). The crosses also helped determine the position and orientation from the images (fig. S7).

Optimizing the design of the epidermal microfluidic device

We optimized the materials and channel designs to collect sweat in situ, with soft, stretchable mechanics for high structural stability, low
Fig. 1. Schematic illustrations, optical images, and theoretical stress modeling of an epidermal microfluidic biosensor integrated with flexible electronics for sweat monitoring. (A) Schematic illustration of an epidermal microfluidic sweat monitoring device and an enlarged image of the integrated near-field communication (NFC) system (inset). (B) Illustration of the top, middle, and back sides of the device. The reference color (white and black) markers are on the top side, along with the NFC electronics. The microfluidic channels with colorimetric assay reagents (water, lactate, chloride, glucose, and pH) are in the middle. The bottom side consists of a uniform layer of adhesive bonded to the bottom surfaces of the PDMS-enclosed microchannels, with openings that define sweat access and inlets that connect to these channels. (C) Cross-sectional diagrams of the cuts defined by the dashed lines (a) and (b) shown in the top side illustration in (B). (D) Optical image of a fabricated device mounted on the forearm. (E) FEA results of stress distribution associated with devices on phantom skin (PDMS) and respective optical images under various mechanical distortions: stretching at 30% strain, bending with 5 cm radius, and twisting.
vapor permeability, and minimal backpressure (flow impedance into the channel). Figure 2A is a sketch of the channel geometry, representing the area of the outlet and the serpentine channel, used for theoretical calculation of the essential mechanics and flow properties. The blue and red dashed boxes highlight the dimensions of the serpentine and outlet channels, respectively. The outlet channels are necessary to relieve backpressure, but they also yield some sweat loss as water (sweat) vapor. The water vapor loss showed little dependence on the length of the outlet channel, whereas the backpressure was linearly proportional to this length according to calculations for a model system (fig. S8 and Fig. 2B). A short outlet channel length of 2.5 mm was chosen to minimize backpressure. Our calculations further indicated that the vapor loss with 100-μm-wide channels was ~3.2-fold lower than with 800-μm-wide channels, whereas 25-μm-wide channels differed by only ~1.1-fold from 100-μm-wide channels (Fig. 2B). For widths under 100 μm, the back-pressure notably increased and bending deformation of the device was obstructed, with negligible effects on vapor loss. Considering calculated values and practical resolution limits of soft lithography, optimized outlet channel dimensions of 100 μm in width and 2.5 mm in length were selected.

As with vapor loss and backpressure, stretchability and structural stability are two other competing issues that demand careful optimization. Although thin geometries and low-modulus elastomers are key to achieving mechanical compatibility with the skin, such characteristics also yield substantial deformation or even collapse of channels by external pressure (40), either in the as-fabricated form or in states associated with natural deformations of the skin. Modeling yielded predictions for percentage changes in the volume of the serpentine channel associated with externally applied pressures between 100 and 400 Pa (Fig. 2C) comparable to those that might be associated with a gentle touch by a fingertip (41). The volume change increased with the aspect ratio (AR: width to height). For example, the volume change for AR 5 (width, 1.5 mm; height, 300 μm) was about fivefold greater than that for AR 3.3 (width, 1.0 mm; height, 300 μm). Because choices for channel geometries must also consider the total volume of sweat that can be captured and the overall size of the device, we selected a lower limit of AR 3.3. In addition, the serpentine channel layouts provided a convenient means to increase the total channel volume for a given device size (fig. S9). These considerations defined the overall design, the cross-sectional channel dimensions, and the outlet shapes illustrated in Fig. 2D.

Microfluidic sweat capture and quantitative colorimetric analysis

Quantitative in vitro testing of microfluidic performance involved a simple, artificial sweat pore system (Fig. 2, E and F, and fig. S10) to mimic human eccrine sweat glands (42), consisting of a perforated PI membrane (pores with a diameter of 60 μm, ~100 pores per cm²) mounted in a fixture with an underlying fluid reservoir connected to a syringe pump. A device (0.07 cm² of harvesting surface area) laminated on the perforated membrane captured dried water pumped at 5.5 μl/hour (Fig. 2G), demonstrating the quantitative analysis of liquid uptake (movie S3). As shown in movie S3, the experimentally determined harvested liquid volume in the channel is consistent with the input volume introduced by the syringe pump and with linear hydrodynamic flow in the microfluidic channel. The experiments revealed negligible loss of water vapor and no fluid leakage under these conditions.

Regarding device design, three factors determine the resolution in determination of sweat rate: (i) the rate of fluid flow into the reservoirs and the serpentine channel, (ii) the harvesting area, and (iii) the time and spatial resolution of the camera system and image analysis software. For a device layout with harvesting area (~10 mm²), human studies presented subsequently showed volumetric sweat harvesting rates of ~1.2 to 12 μl/hour, corresponding to linear filling rates of ~0.07 to 0.7 mm/min along the serpentine channels. The reservoirs fill within ~0.3 to 3.2 hours at these sweating rates, with times that scale linearly with reservoir volume. Decreasing the cross-sectional area of the channel increases the filling rate proportionally. For image capture once every 5 min, a spatial resolution of ~0.35 to 3.5 mm can easily resolve changes in the positions of the fluid fronts, providing 12 data points within a ~60-min timeframe (13).

The colorimetric sensing approach allowed simple, rapid quantitative assessment of the instantaneous rate and total volume of sweat loss, the pH, as well as the concentration of chloride, lactate, and glucose in the sweat (Fig. 3A). The first parameters relate to thermal regulation and dehydration, where continuous monitoring yields important information of relevance to electrolyte balance and dehydration (43). In the orbicular serpentine channel, cobalt (II) chloride (that is, CoCl₂) contained in a coating of a polyhydroxymethylmethacrylate (pHEMA) hydrogel matrix served as a colorimetric indicator. As sweat entered the channel, the anhydrous cobalt (II) chloride chelated with water to form hexahydrate cobalt chloride (CoCl₂·6H₂O), generating a change in color from deep blue (λ_max = 657) to pale purple (λ_max = 511) (Fig. 3B). The position of the leading edge that defines this color change, along with the dimensional characteristics and geometry of the channel, yields quantitative information on the sweat rate and volume. Owing to the thin layer (~25 μm) coated on the channel wall and the hydrophilic properties of the pHEMA hydrogel matrix, the hydrodynamics of the flow within the channel were not influenced during conditions of momentary flow (fig. S11, A to D). The sweat could, however, continue to travel slowly through the channel by spontaneous internal flow (0.68 μl/hour), with the possibility of a ~2% reading error (fig. S11, E and F). This artifact does not occur in channels without the hydrogel; its effect could be eliminated, for practical purposes, by patterning the hydrogel into short segments (fig. S12).

Four different paper-based colorimetric chemical assays resided in the central reservoirs. The cellulose matrices in each reservoir could be filled with as little as 5 to 10 μl of sweat sample. The color changes occurred on time scales of <1 min (movie S4). The concentration of lactate in sweat is an indicator of exercise intolerance and tissue hypoxia (44, 45). Enzymatic reactions between lactate and cofactor NAD⁺ (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide) by lactate dehydrogenase and diaphorase induce a change in color of a chromogenic reagent (that is, formazan dyes). The formulation of enzyme and dyes in the detection cocktail solution ensured a dynamic range compatible with human sweat. The color change in the detection reservoir correlated with the concentration of lactate throughout the relevant range expected in sweat (1.5 to 100 mM) (Fig. 3C) (13, 46, 47).

Glucose concentration could also be analyzed by an enzymatic reaction (Fig. 3D). Glucose oxidase physically immobilized in a cellulose matrix produces hydrogen peroxide associated with oxidation of glucose and reduction of oxygen. After this reaction, iodide oxidizes to iodine by peroxidase to yield a change in color from yellow (iodide) to brown (iodine), to an extent defined by the concentration of glucose (48, 49). We note that glucose concentration in sweat is typically one order of magnitude lower than in plasma; the range of sensitivity in the reported devices could diagnose hyperglycemia, for example, limit of detection (LOD) = ~200 μM (fig. S13) (50). Further development of
Fig. 2. Analysis of key design features and demonstration of epidermal microfluidic devices. (A) Sketch of the channel geometry for numerical calculation. The blue and red dashed boxes highlight the dimensions of the serpentine and outlet channels, respectively. (B) Experimentally determined water vapor loss from a microfluidic channel as a function of width ($w$) and length ($L$) of the outlet channel with a fixed height of 300 µm. Inner pressure as a function of the outlet channel width was also determined from the model (red line). The orange shading highlights the optimal channel geometry. Data are presented as the average value, and error bars represent SD ($n$ = 3). (C) Model prediction of the change in volume of the serpentine channel as a function of AR [ratio of width $a$ to height $h$ of the serpentine channel in (A), blue dashed box] under various pressures ($\Delta P = 100, 200, \text{and} 400$ Pa). $\Delta P$ represents pressure difference between the inside and outside of the serpentine channel. Dotted vertical lines show two representative ARs ($10:3$ and $5:1$). (D) Picture of a fabricated epidermal microfluidic structure corresponding to the theoretical results and cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the outlet (red dashed box) and serpentine (blue dashed box) channels. (E) Experimental setup of the artificial sweat pore system. (F) SEM images of the polyimide (PI) membrane mimicking human sweat glands. (G) Demonstration of hydrodynamic fluid flow through the microfluidic device using the artificial sweat pore system at the rate of 5.5 µl/hour.
colorimetric chemistries based on enzymatic reactions and/or enzyme-mimetic nanomaterials could improve the LODs \(^{(51,52)}\). Similarly, creatinine, a vital marker of hydration status and renal function, was detected in sweat using a mixture of enzymes (creatininase, creatinase, and peroxidase) and a corresponding responsive dye (4-aminophenazone) \((53)\).

In sweat, pH is often considered an index of hydration state. The concentration of chloride ions serves as a marker of cystic fibrosis and altered electrolyte levels correspond to a sodium ion imbalance \((17)\). A universal pH indicator that includes dyes such as bromothymol blue, methyl red and phenolphthalein yielded colorimetric responses over a medically relevant range \((pH 5.0 to 7.0)\) \((53)\). Colorimetric detection of chloride involved competitive binding between \(\text{Hg}^{2+}\) and \(\text{Fe}^{2+}\) with 2,4,6-tris(2-pyridyl)-s-triazine (TPTZ). In the presence of chloride ions, iron ions \((\text{Fe}^{2+})\) bind with TPTZ, whereas \(\text{Hg}^{2+}\) participates as \(\text{HgCl}_2\), thereby inducing a change in color from transparent to blue as shown in Fig. 3G. Although PDMS is known to have some permeability to water and certain small molecules, the colorimetric responses in these devices are unaffected for most practical applications due to the relevant operational time scale and the analyte chemistries used \((53)\).

### NFC interface to a smartphone and image processing

Recording color changes and converting them into quantitative information were accomplished by digital image capture and analysis. Figure 4A shows frames from a video clip \((\text{movie S1})\) in which the proximity of a smartphone to the device initiated image capture and analysis software automatically using NFC. The user then adjusted the viewing position to the targeted spot to determine exact RGB (red, green, and blue) color in situ. The application digitized RGB color information
on the screen, enabling the user to read the concentration of the marker. The previously reported ultrathin NFC electronics (39) integrated on the top of the microfluidic device enabled wireless communication to external devices, with stable operation and a soft, biocompatible set of mechanical properties, even under a 30% strain condition (39). The NFC electronics facilitated image capture, and built-in sensors provided wireless, digital data on skin temperature (fig. S15 and movie S2).
After wirelessly collecting the images, digital processing for assessment of color changes was achieved as shown in Fig. 4 (B to D). Reference color markers (true white and black) allowed white balancing to eliminate the dependence on lighting conditions of practical relevance (daylight, shadow, and various light sources) (fig. S6). In particular, a white dot in the middle of the device and four black crosses distributed near the center established values for 100% and 0% in %RGB coordinates, respectively (Fig. 4B). The crosses further allowed rotations/translations of the images to facilitate accurate analysis of sweat rate and volume in the serpentine channel (fig. S7). After image correction, the digital color data (in %RGB format) were converted into analyte concentrations using calibration curves (Fig. 4D). We could reliably measure changes of 0.5 pH units and 0.2, 0.3, and 0.1 mM of chloride, lactate, and glucose concentrations, respectively, corresponding to a 1% change in the R channel of the RGB images. The calibration curve in Fig. 4C captures the pseudo-linearities associated with the serpentine shape of the channel. The angle of the filling front (the leading edge of the color change) in the serpentine channel defined the volume of sweat collected, thereby allowing calculation of total sweat loss and, with the time interval, total sweat rate.

**Human testing of the skin-mounted sweat sensor**

The first demonstration involved nine human subjects with devices mounted on two different body locations (lower back and volar forearm; Fig. 5B) and with two different harvesting areas (size of the opening in the adhesive shown in Fig. 5A) during intermediate-level activity on cycle ergometers under controlled temperature (38°C) and 50% relative humidity conditions. We compared the performance of the device in situ to conventional procedures that use absorbing pads applied onto the skin with subsequent weighing and laboratory-based analyses, such as spectrophotometry.

We quantified regional sweat rate normalized to unit area over the course of 1 hour (Fig. 5, C and D). Although the rates exhibited great variation among individual subjects, those measured on the lower back were typically ~2.3-fold greater than on the volar forearm, consistent with expectations from studies using conventional techniques (54). Rates determined using devices with large harvesting areas showed agreement with those obtained using absorbing pads (Fig. 5E). Furthermore, the devices accurately captured the volume and rate information continuously, without the need for removal. Notably, the y-intercept in Fig. 5E corresponds to the limit of sweat measurement with the absorbing pad due to water evaporation (0.349 g/cm²/s of water evaporation at 38°C, 50% relative humidity) during sample collection, highlighting one of its limitations. Devices with small harvesting areas yielded somewhat higher inferred rates than those with larger harvesting areas, perhaps due to alterations in perspiration behavior caused by the physical presence of the device (Fig. 5E) (55).

Concentrations of the markers chloride, glucose, lactate, and pH obtained by the colorimetric readouts demonstrated excellent agreement with conventional laboratory analysis of sweat collected from absorbing pads as shown in Fig. 5E. The glucose concentration in sweat from healthy subjects fell below the LOD for both image and laboratory analysis (P < 0.05 refers to differences in background noise only). Bivariate and multivariate statistical analyses, together with Pearson correlation heatmaps and Spearman rank-order statistics, quantified the correlations for all markers tested (fig. S16). The correlation between variations in marker analysis across individual subjects was only partially demonstrated because of the small sample size.

To examine the mechanical and fluidic integrity of the devices in a demanding exercise scenario, we assessed robustness in adhesion and fluidic collection and capture using devices on volunteers in a competitive long-distance outdoor bicycling race—El Tour de Tucson. Testing involved device placement on the lower back and the volar surface of the forearm of 12 volunteer riders (Fig. 6B). In all cases, the devices performed as anticipated, successfully collecting sweat with regional colorimetric change without patch detachment, even with substantial changes in temperature and humidity. Participants reported no sense of discomfort or limitation in body or arm movement during the cycling. Older subjects (ages 50 to 69 years) had greater rates of sweating in comparison to younger subjects (ages 10 to 29 years), and male subjects exhibited greater rates of sweating than females (Fig. 6E).

**DISCUSSION**

The epidermal microfluidic devices introduced here represent versatile platforms for evaluating athletic performance and monitoring health and disease status. The reported embodiments can detect sweat volume and rate, as well as several key markers including glucose, creatinine, lactate, chloride, and pH. Compared to previously described technologies for sweat analysis consisting of porous materials and fabrics or hydrogels as fluidic interfaces, our systems are unique in their use of fully integrated, soft microfluidics consisting of a network of functionalized channels and reservoirs for sweat capture, routing, and storage with spatially separated regions for analysis. By exploiting advanced concepts in microfluidic total analysis systems and lab-on-a-chip technologies and by integrating skin-conformal electronics, our devices have the potential to provide further quantitative modes of use beyond opportunities afforded by the embodiments reported here or by other approaches.

In addition to systematic investigations of the key engineering aspects and design parameters, initial studies demonstrated practical utility through tests on nine volunteers during moderate-intensity exercise in controlled conditions, with correlation of measured results to standard methods based on absorbent pads and laboratory chemical analyses. Evaluations on 12 cyclists during high-intensity physical exertion revealed real-world performance without loss of adhesion, leakage of fluids, or other modes of failure and without discomfort or irritation at the device/skin interface.

The soft mechanical properties, biocompatible constituent materials, digitally analyzable colorimetric responses, and overall careful optimization of structural, evaporative, and fluidic properties are integral to the effectiveness of these devices and differentiate them from other sweat analysis technologies. Future opportunities could explore the use of these technologies for real-time, in situ sweat analysis and as storage vehicles for ex situ laboratory evaluation. In this latter context, it is important to note that we observed that the microfluidics structures described here can hold captured sweat for ~125 hours upon removal from the skin and sealing of the open channels (~75 hours without sealing) with negligible deterioration of colorimetric analysis. These possibilities, together with the development of on-board stretchable electronics for electrochemical biosensing, represent important directions of future research.

The limitations of the current devices are primarily in the range of chemical reagents that are available for accurate colorimetric analysis...
of markers at relevant ranges of concentration. Potential exists for extending colorimetric schemes to include enzymatic reactions or chromogens aimed at a broad range of possible applications for specific clinical diagnosis or for illicit drug use detection. However, the microfluidic channel/reservoir designs reported here cannot be easily designed to provide information on time-dependent changes in marker concentration detection. Advanced electronic or nonelectronic strategies for such temporal tracking of sweat chemistry are, therefore, of interest. An alternative approach is in microfluidic designs that enable time-dependent sampling of sweat into spatially distinct reservoirs for separate analysis. In all cases, digital image capture analysis represents a simple, “wireless” means of quantitation. Direct electronic readout represents an additional possibility, where epidermal power supplies or wireless power transfer schemes could be useful. Further field studies are needed to demonstrate accuracy in realistic, demanding use scenarios.

In addition to their use in sweat monitoring, similar systems can be used as direct capture and storage vehicles for subsequent colorimetric or conventional laboratory-based analysis for various accumulated biofluids such as tears, saliva, or discharges from wounds, especially for small sample volume collection (<~50 µl). The same platforms can be combined with electronic or pharmacological means to actively initiate the release of sweat or extraction of other biofluids (for example, interstitial fluids). In both active and passive collection modes, the devices could be used in athletic and military training to gain insight into critical electrolyte loss, thereby guiding earlier supplementation before symptomatic cramping and “hitting the wall” points in time at which appropriate preventative...
treatment is no longer effective. In this scenario, and in others of interest, data accumulated over time from individual users could serve as the basis for the development of analytic approaches for interpreting trends in marker concentrations, with the potential to provide warning signs associated with physical activities that lead to abnormal responses. The intrinsically simple, low-cost nature of the devices may facilitate rapid, broad distribution for use in these contexts.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design

The objectives of indoor and outdoor human trial studies were to investigate the feasibility of using these epidermal microfluidics devices in practical scenarios under controlled and uncontrolled environmental conditions and during moderate and vigorous exercise. Nine subjects were recruited through the Clinical Research Laboratories, LLC for indoor studies with anonymous collections of information including date of birth, gender, contraceptive status, weight, height, body mass index (BMI), blood pressure, and information from a simple survey of medical condition to ensure that all subjects were healthy. The experimental conditions, including temperature, humidity, time course of application of the device, and weight of absorbing Webril pads for sweat collection, were all controlled and documented. Results obtained from image analysis methods (described in the “Near-field communication and image processing for quantitative analysis” section in the Supplementary Materials) were compared with those from chemical

Fig. 6. Human trials of sweat monitoring devices on cyclists competing in an outdoor race. (A) Illustration of locations of devices on the cycling subjects (volar forearm and lower back). (B) Histogram of the age distribution of the subjects. (C) Temperature and humidity during the race. (D) Elevation profile of the course. (E) Devices on the volar forearms of several subjects, imaged after ~84 km of cycling (that is, middle point of total race). (The purple ink in the lower part of the image on the right is from a marking formed on the skin using a pen before application of the device.)
laboratory analysis. For the outdoor study, 12 healthy subjects volunteered under eligibility requirements including enrollment and participation in El Tour de Tucson, a 104-km bike race. Age, height, and weight were recorded from subjects at the start of the race and used to calculate BMI and body surface area. Environmental conditions including temperature, humidity, and UV index were recorded every 2 and 3 hours from information provided by the National Weather Service. In both studies, sweat patches were placed on two different geographical body areas (volar arm and lower back), and image data were obtained by smartphone and digital single-lens reflex cameras. For full details, see the Supplementary Materials.

Fabrication of epidermal microfluidic devices with integrated electronics for colorimetric sweat analysis

Standard soft lithographic techniques enabled fabrication of epidermal microfluidic devices (56). Briefly, casting and curing PDMS against lithographically prepared molds yielded solid elastomers with features of relief on their surfaces. Bonding separate pieces of PDMS formed in this manner defined sealed microfluidic channels and containment reservoirs. Mechanical punches created openings to define the inlets for sweat collection. A separate, double-sided thin adhesive layer with matching holes bonded to the bottom surface of the device on one side and to the skin on the other. As an option, separately fabricated thin electronic systems with open architectures were mounted on the top surface. For colorimetric analysis, the chromogenic reagents for detecting glucose (a mixture of glucose oxidase, horseradish peroxidase, trehalose, and potassium iodide in sodium citrate buffer solution), lactate (D-Lactate Assay Kit; Sigma-Aldrich), chloride [chloride detection reagent (Chloride Assay Kit; Sigma-Aldrich) titrated with Hg(SCN)$_2$], and pH [universal pH indicator solution (Rica Chemical Company)] were spotted onto filter paper and inserted into containment reservoirs. Cobalt chloride dissolved in pHEMA hydrogel served as a sensor of water in the serpentine channels. Complete fabrication and colorimetric analysis details are provided in the Supplementary Materials.

Statistical analysis

Data are presented with average values and SD unless noted in the figure caption. Pearson and Spearman correlation analyses were conducted on the patch and laboratory results (fig. S16). The matrix of bivariate correlations in analyte concentrations between the patch and laboratory analysis is displayed using a heat map representation. Blue and red denote negative and positive correlations, respectively. Bivariate correlations are described using Spearman rank-order statistics. Analyses were performed using SAS and JMP statistical software.
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A soft, wearable microfluidic device for the capture, storage, and colorimetric sensing of sweat

Editor's Summary

Better health? Prepare to sweat
Wearable technology is a popular way many people monitor their general health and fitness, tracking heart rate, calories, and steps. Koh et al. now take wearable technology one step further. They have developed and tested a flexible microfluidic device that adheres to human skin. This device collects and analyzes sweat during exercise. Using colorimetric biochemical assays and integrating smartphone image capture analysis, the device detected lactate, glucose, and chloride ion concentrations in sweat as well as sweat pH while stuck to the skin of individuals during a controlled cycling test. Colorimetric readouts showed comparable results to conventional analyses, and the sweat patches remained intact and functional even when used during an outdoor endurance bicycle race. The authors suggest that microfluidic devices could be used during athletic or military training and could be adapted to test other bodily fluids such as tears or saliva.
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